LORD   PRIVY   SEAL   AT   LARGE
and political system was in danger from within ? Better that
Eden should introduce himself to the two supermen first and
come back to a calmer Paris with more information at his
disposal.
Eden arrived in Berlin on February 20 and there were
meetings straight away. First of all Eden, with Sir Eric
Phipps, the British Ambassador in Berlin, met Neurath and
Blomberg. Neither of these men were Nazis, though both
believed from their specialized standpoints—Foreign Office
and Army—that National Socialism was an absolute necessity
for Germany. Both were sincere in their admiration of the
dictatorship and the dictator. All through Neurath proved
himself a courteous and rational negotiator. On the other
hand it is doubtful whether Phipps was sufficiently in sym-
pathy with German aspirations to differentiate between
Neurath and the wilder Party men, and it must have been
clear to Eden when the interview with Hitler began that
everything was subordinated to the will and temperament of
this incalculable man.
It was the first personal contact Hitler had made with an
important representative of a Great Power. Eden was thus
at this moment an essential factor in Hitler's prestige. But
three weeks before, German diplomacy had secured its first
great diplomatic success—the ten-year military Pact with
Pilsudski's Poland. Rumour—well founded, too—asserted
that Pilsudski had given Hitler twenty-four hours to sign that
Pact, and that Polish troops had been massed on the German
frontier.
But if the young British Ambassador of Peace knew
rather more about the circumstances of Hitler's first dip-
lomatic venture than was convenient, he did not allow his
knowledge to do anything other than confirm his belief in
the sincerity of Hitler's desire for appeasement. Speaking for-
mally and on behalf of his Government, Eden had to put
before Hitler two unpalatable proposals: first, that the Ger-
mans should have no military aircraft for two years, and
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